
Conscientiology Summary

COMPLEXIS (Existential completism)

1. Complexis is the comfortable condition of completely 
accomplishing the proexis, previously planned in 
the intermissive period, through the conscin’s acts, 
manifestations and works.

2. It is the crowning of personal effort and is only achieved 
by a conscin who well administers their life projects.

3. Fulfilling the proexis creates a state of intraphysical 
euphoria (euphorin) and, in the intermissive period after 
desoma, euphorex.

A conscin is a completist if they fulfill their personal 
proexis, whether smaller or larger, however within the area 
and at the level assigned to them. There are completists who 
are completely unconscious regarding their own miniproexis. 
They live their lives and spontaneously perform their work.

Common examples: an expert surgeon who has provided 
decades of social service; a conventional writer enshrined in 
the condition of an intellectual; a dedicated teacher.

INCOMPLEXIS (Existential Incompletism)

1. Incomplexis is the uncomfortable and frustrating 
condition of incompletely realizing the an existential 
program planned during the intermissive period. 

2. A proexis performed unsatisfactorily. 

3. It can lead to deactivation of the human body via a 
premature desoma.

4. Often, incompleteness is caused by mistakes in the way 
of thinking, when a conscin does not question their fate, 
intraphysical life, and personal proexis. This is a case of 
parapathological thosenity (THO + SEN + ENE - thought, 
sentiment and energy) or a pathology of the mentalsoma 
(parabody of discernment).

Some common examples: when a businessman becomes a 
drug dealer; a reckless driver in transit turns into a murderer; 
a politician  submerged in corruption.
Within the scope of intermissivists, one can give as examples: 

PROEXIS?
The proexis is the specific existential program of each intraphysical consciousness (conscin) for each new life in 
the human dimension, and is planned during the intermissive period before somatic rebirth (resoma).

FETAL LIFE
Restrict by the 
resoma

The proexis is studied in the specialty proexology. The following are some of the 
main themes studied by this specialty: stages of human life, complexis, incomplexis, 
consciential self-relay, existential moratorium, and antiproexis attitudes.
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Within the scope of intermissivists: realization  of 
consciential gestation (gescon); attainment of cosmovision; 
penta (personal energetic task) with an offiex (extraphysical 
clinic).

Our unavoidable interdependence  
consciousnesses should not obstruct the  

proexis, but rather help to  achiev it.

Multicomplexis
When a consciousness performs several proexes over 
several consecutive intraphysical lives they are defined as an 
existential multicompletist. Multicomplexis occurs when 
there is an assistantial connection between these personal 
proexes, by means of self-relays or multi-existential 
continuity. This will be explained later.

an intermissivist who is a dissident of their maxiproexis, a 
maladapted intermissivist conscin who could already be 
performing the CLARITASK (clarification task) yet is still only 
doing the CONSOLTASK (consolation task).

Those who live their lives governed  by money and not 
by ideas have a greater tendency to not reach complexis.

Melin and melex. If a human consciousness’ ultimate 
triumph is complexis, then incomplexis is its greatest failure. 
Not fulfilling the proexis creates a state of intraphysical 
melancholy (melin), which after desoma (deactivation of the 
soma, physical body) generates extraphysical melancholy 
(melex). This is when a consciex discovers that they spent 
their intraphysical life making erroneous and ectopic choices, 
outside of their scheduled program.

Preparatory Phase of the 
Proexis From resoma to 36 years

Executive Phase
From 36 years until desoma 



Multiexistential Continuity
Consciential continuity is the 
ongoing combining of current 
experiences with experiences 
from other immediately prior 
and subsequent lives, in a 
cohesive and uniquely whole 
way, without becoming stuck 
in any of the consciential 
experiences (personal 
impediments).

Consciential self-relay, or multiexistential continuity, is 
the maximum possible continuous integration of essential 
evolutionary acts of one human life to next one, there by 
enabling the  completion of various existential programs in a 
productive seriality.

Existential completism is obtained by fulfilling the proexis over 
more than one life. One indispensable attribute to achieve this 

is self-organization.

Pro-proexis Aspects 
Pro-proexis aspects are those that leverage the rational 
execution of an existential program.

Examples. Family: the type of cultural formation 
received, when positive; Evolutionary duo: affective-
sexual support in the exercise of intercooperation; 
Companions: evolutionary companions (the 
valuableness of the proexis); CIs: the Campuses of 
CI (multidimensional oasis); Assistance: the level of 
personal assistance; Recexis: the possibility of personal 
renovation generating future recin.

Antiproexis Aspects 
The personal condition of a conscin who manifests 
themselves through acts, attitudes and postures, against 
the rational fulfillment of their existential program.

Influences
Mesology

The powerful holothosene of intraphysical life capable of nullifying 
talents and the proexises of thousands of consciousnesses.

Intruded concessions

A proexis not achieved due to the influence of intrusive compa-
nions (conscins and consciexes).

Groupkarmic interprison

Unresolved issues from the conscin’s recent past.

Some antiproexis postures

Intrusion / victimization

Self and heterointrusion prevents a conscin from recycling and 
liberating themselves from personal castrations, thus interfering in 
the attainment of these 5 important conditions:

1. Money available.

2. Acquisition of intraphysical assets.

3. Leading edge information.

4. Sociability and networking.

5. Temporal power in the intraphysical dimension.

Personal antidiscernment

Personal antidiscernment along with low self-esteem can lead to 
antiproexis attitudes.

Self-complacency signifies negligence.

Personal Neophobia

Fear of new things and original ideas.

Sitting on the fence

Sitting on the fence is not a universalistic attitude.

It is childish to want to please everyone.

Indecision

Avoid vacillations and incoherences in intraphysical life.

Seek to perform the proexis in a straightforward manner.

Current Existence Next ExistenceIntermissive 
Period

Resoma Desoma Resoma Desoma

MOREXIS (Existential Moratorium)

Morexis is the existential moratorium 
condition, being a complement to human 
life made available to deserving human 
consciousnesses, due to their personal 
fraternal efforts and performances. It is the 
positive postponement of the human body’s 
deactivation (delayed desoma). Morexis is 
presented in two distinct categories:  
minimorexis and maximorexis.

Goal 

Provide the consciousness with conditions to 
remedy omissions or to reasonably perform 
missing tasks. 

Intercession 

The existential moratorium is the result of a 
direct, cosmoethical intercession from the 
evolutionary orientor.
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